A t a ble is given of fa ctors k used in co nstructing one-sided tolera nce limits for a normal di stribution. Thi s table was obta ined by interp olation in an existin g table of pe rce ntage points of the noncentral I-dis tribution. The a ccuracy of the ta ble is es t ima t ed, a nd a co mparison is made of the p rese ntly computed fac tors with a prcviously pu blishcd appr oxima tion.
Introduction
Let X be a normal random variable with mean J.I, and s tandard deviation (J". If J.I, and (J" are known, we can say that exactly a proportion P of the population is below )J.+Kp(J" , wher e KJ> is a normal deviate defined by 1 f K .
1_ exp (-t 2 /2)dt = P .
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(1)
If J.I, and (J" are unknown, one can es timate these quantities from a random sampl e of n observations: Xl, X2 , • • • , X n . Th e mean J.I, is es timated by _ 1 n X=-2:: Xi , n i= l and the standard deviation (J" is estimated by
The problem is now to find k such that the probability is "I that at least a proportion P of the popul ation is below x +lcs. Mathematically, the problem is to find lc such that Pr {Pr(X-::;'x+ks) ~P } ="1 (2) where X has a normal distribution with mean J.I, and standard deviation (J", and P and "I are sp ecified probabilities . As is indicated in Owen [10), eq (2) can be written as where T f denotes the noncentral i-distribution with f=n-l degrees of freedom and with noncen trali ty parameter
Existing Tables
For many specified values of P and ')I , tables of factors k for one-sided tolerance limits as defined in (2) 
Computing Method for the Present Table
Exact values of k can be computed from the appropriate percentage points of the noncentral t-distribution. Table III ( [7] , using five-point Lagrangian interpolation. Four-point Lagrangian interpolation yields the same values of k (to 3 decimals) as does five-point interpolation. These computations were done through the use of OMNITAB (Hogben et al. [2] ) . For n = 4(1)12, the values of k were also computed using the first five terms of Stirling's interpolation formula as given on page 71 of Kunz [6] ; again the same values of k (to 3 decimals) were obtained. For all these calculations the value of K p = K o.8o = 0.84162123 was taken from a table of the inverse normal probability distribution (Kelley [5] ). 
Estimated Accuracy
Locks et al. [7] reported that numerous ch ecks were made of their tables against previously published tables, and "in no case where comparison was made ... is the disagreement more than one unit in the last decimal place."
In order to assess the accuracy of th e k's given here in One may infer from these compari sons that the value of Ie for J> = 0.80 , /, = 0.80, n = 2 given in table 1 is probably not in errol' by more than abou t 0.017 and is probably larger than the exact valu e. For n > 2, any errors in the computed values of k arc probably in the neighborhood of 0.001.
. Comparison With an Approximation
The approximate values of k given here in table 1 arc taken from tab le III of Owen [8] . and K')' is defined in t.he same manner as was K p in eq (1).
The relative error in the approximate values of k shown in We note that in all cases covered by this table the approximations are smaller than the values of Ie computed by the method described in section 3. This is in agreement with Owen's statement [8] that the approximation will probably und erestimate Ie for 1':::; 0.95.
